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INSTRUCTOR: Dr. SHIPENG HAN 
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Office Hours: by appointment (Zoom Video) 

PREREQUISITES: Completion of FIN383 with a grade of C or better and senior standing. 

1.      COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

ACT444 covers analysis of financial statements and corporate valuation from a user's perspective.  This course will provide a solid foundation in financial statement 

analysis for students majoring in finance.  Ratio analysis and other analytical tools to assess profitability and risk of the firm are reviewed and reinforced. Special 

emphasis is placed on understanding how well the firm’s financial statements reflect the economic effects of firm’s decision and actions.  Financial statements 

forecasting is introduced and use of financial forecasts in equity and firm valuation is demonstrated.  Students will use computer software to manipulate real-world 

data, conduct ratio analysis and prepare financial projections. 

2.      COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

  

Upon completing this course, you will understand the theoretical and practical aspects of financial statement analysis including: 

1. Tools for industry analysis and company strategies. 

2. Transaction analysis, preparation and analysis of income statement and balance sheet. 

3. The mixed attribute accounting model that measures balance sheet assets and liabilities using a combination of various historical and current values, and the 

concepts of income recognition and accrual accounting principle. 

4. Analyze the income taxes reporting. 

5. Analyze the lease reporting and the conversion of operating leases to capital leases. 



 

6. The preparation and analysis of statement of cash flows. 

7. Tools to analyze a firm’s profitability and risk. 

8. The financial statement effect of recognizing revenue prior to point of sale, at the time of sale, and subsequent to sale. 

9. The effects of FIFO versus LIFO and conversion from LIFO to a FIFO basis. 

10. The financial reporting for pensions and other post-employment benefits. 

11. A seven-step forecasting framework for building financial statement forecasts. 

12. Methods of assessing the valuation of corporations: Dividend valuation approach and Cash flows valuation approach. 

13. Perform spreadsheet analysis. 

  

3.      COMPETENCIES AND SUBJECT EXPOSURE: 

      The student will be introduced to: 

•          A review of the conceptual framework underlying financial reporting by business enterprises. 

•          A review of the ethical underpinnings of financial reporting. 

  The student will understand and develop analytical skills regarding:                                                     

•          measurement and reporting of income and cash flows 

•          measurement and reporting of assets 

•          measurement and reporting of liabilities on and off-balance sheet. 

•          identification and interpretation of information contained in the footnotes to the financial statements. 

•          choice and implementation of valuation models 

•          equity and credit investment decisions 

4.      COURSE MATERIALS: 

•          Textbook: Financial Reporting, Financial Statement Analysis, and Valuation, 9, Wahlen, Baginski and Bradshaw, customized for UMass Dartmouth.  Published 

by Cengage Learning, 2018. 

•          Recommended Reading: The Wall Street Journal, Business Week, and other financial periodicals and journals. 

•          Lecture notes and videos: Will be posted under MyCourses. 

  



 

5.      EVALUATION POLICY: 

Grades in the course will be assigned as follows:                            

  Exams (3 @ 15% each) 45%   

  Quizzes (10 @ 1% each) 10%   

  Homework (10 @ 1% each) 10%   

  
Projects: Financial Statement Analysis Project (More detail information in the Project Material Module) 

25%   

  Attendance 10%   

       Total Points  100%   

  

The distribution grade for attendance as follows: 

Attendance grade                                  No. of meetings missed 

10%                                                       0 

9%                                                         1 

8%                                                         2 

7%                                                         3 

6%                                                         4 

0%                                                        5 and more 

  

Final course grades will be assigned according to the following scale:  

      

A+          97-100%                B+          87-89%                  C+          77-79%  D+ 67-69%   F   59% & Less 

A             93-96%                  B            83-86%                 C             73-76%   D 63-66%   

A-           90-92%                  B-           80-82%                  C-           70-72%   D- 60-62%                    

              

                  



 

(I)        Examinations (45%):  

•          There will be two midterm examinations and a final examination. The exams will be non-cumulative, although some material will carry through. 

•          Each exam will include multiple-choice questions and problem solving questions, and keys will be available by the deadlines. 

•          The Honor Code of the University Policy must be observed, and students are required to sign a statement at the end of all exams that “I have done my own work 

and have neither given nor received unauthorized assistance on this work”. 

•          You are expected to take the exams on the days and times scheduled.  If the student has a legitimate reason for missing an exam, arrangements can be made to take 

the exam early. There will be no makeup exams unless pre-approved and under extenuating circumstances.  Lack of notification implies an invalid reason for missing an 

exam and will result in a grade of zero.  Pre-approval requires contacting the instructor in advance of the exam date to discuss the cause of your particular extenuating 

circumstance.  Approval/disallowance of a makeup is at the sole discretion of the instructor.  Some form of documentation will be required for a missed examination.   

•          Any question regarding grading of an exam must be brought to the instructor’s attention within one week after the due dates.   

 (II)     Quizzes (10%): 

•
          There will be five quizzes. Check the attached schedule for quiz dates.   

 (III)  Homework (10%): 

•          There will be 10 homework assignments.  

•          Homework assignments must be submitted to the designated links by the deadlines.  The instructor reserves the right to modify the schedule and the homework 

deadlines.   

•          All homework is to be readable under Windows operating system (Not MAC or Android) 

•          Homework problems will help you in understanding the material.  Hence, it is essential that you make an honest attempt at solving homework problems before 

they are due.  The regular completion of homework problems will enhance performance in examinations.  Consultation with other students prior to doing homework is 

permitted, but you must use your own words, calculations, etc.  No two solutions to an assignment should be identical in wording and format.  Solutions printed from the 

publisher’s solutions book are not acceptable.  Please read the Academic Integrity section of the syllabus. 

•          Homework will be graded for effort and completeness and not for its accuracy.  Homework will be graded as S (Satisfactory) or X (Unsatisfactory or 

incomplete).  Completed- typed- homework will receive 100%.  Typed homework with part of the questions missing will receive 70% points.  The first late homework 

assignment will receive half credit (50%) if handed in within one week.  All other late assignments will receive 0%.  



 

•          In exceptional cases, where absence from class for longer periods is necessary, for medical or other reasons, notification and approval is required for making up 

homework assignments.   

•          Any question regarding grading of the homework must be brought to the instructor's attention within one week after deadlines.  Grade appeals submitted more 

than one week after it was handed back to class will not be considered.   

(IV)   Special Projects (25%): 

Financial Statement Analysis Team Project 

•          The objective of the team project is to allow students to apply the knowledge acquired in the classroom to analyze real-world companies and communicate that 

analysis effectively.  You are required to organize yourself into groups of 3 or 4.  Each group is required to prepare an in-depth analysis of the financial statements 

of ONE public company.  Select companies that you are interested in.  No two groups may study the same companies.  The project will be graded based on the writing 

rubrics.  To facilitate the implementation of the project, you are required to submit portions of the project on discussion board and a preliminary report.  Please check on 

the course schedule for the due dates of discussion board submissions.  A Preliminary Report is due at midsemester.  More details on the project will be discussed during 

the semester. 

•          Every team member is expected to fully understand all parts of the project although you may allocate specific tasks among yourselves.  Each team member will 

submit (confidentially) a peer evaluation for each of the other team members. If I suspect that any student has not fully participated in the team project, I may conduct an 

individual oral examination and adjust that student’s grade accordingly. 

  

(V)     Attendance (10%): 

•          Attendance will be taken each class via Voicethread of each chapter each week. You must answer the question directly or comment on others’ responses (Either 

Text, Audio or Video). You should upload a portrait picture for us to recognize you. Please refer the "How to make comments in VoiceThread" in the item following 

Syllabus. 

 

 

•          If you miss a class for any reason, you are still responsible for the material covered, including updated homework assignments and announcements. You must 

cover the material on your own, and ask questions about any unclear points.  

 (VI)  Incomplete Policy:   



 

•          According to the university catalogue, an incomplete grade may be given only in exceptional circumstances at the discretion of the instructor and at the student's 

request no more than 48 hours after the final exam or class.  The student must be passing at the time of the request, or sufficiently close to passing.  If the work is not 

complete within one year of the recording of the incomplete grade, the grade will become an F.  The incomplete policy for this course is that at least 80% of the course 

must be complete and an exceptional circumstance (for example, a medical issue) must exist.  If you feel you require an incomplete for an exceptional reason, you need to 

email me and state your reasons for the incomplete in writing.  I will then decide whether to consider granting the incomplete.  If I agree to consider it, we will then have 

to meet to work out a specific course of action.    

  

Grade Appeal: All exam, quiz, case or project grade appeals must be submitted to the instructor via email no later than one week after the graded exams or 

assignments. The student should clearly describe in detail what the concerns are, state how many points should be added to the grade, and provide justification for the 

grade change. Given the comprehensive nature of the exams and assignments in this course, in the case of regrading, the entire exam or assignment will be regraded, not 

just the item(s) in question. The student will receive the grade of the regraded exam or assignment rather than the original grade (note the score on the regrade may be 

higher or lower than the original grade). 

  

6. ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: 

  

The UMass Dartmouth's policy on “Academic Integrity Policy” will be enforced in this course.  By accepting admission to the School, you have agreed to abide by the 

Standards.  Violations are subject to disciplinary actions. To ensure that there are not any misunderstandings, familiarize yourself with the Standards, which are stated in 

both the undergraduate catalogue and the student handbook.   

(http://www.umassd.edu/studentaffairs/studenthandbookintroduction/academicregulationsandprocedures/)  If you believe something is unclear, please feel free 

to speak to me. 

•          Cheating on an exam will receive an automatic “F” for the class.    

•          Please be warned that discussing exam contents with students taking an exam in a different hour or in a make-up format is considered cheating.   

•          Two or more students handing in identical or slightly modified homework assignments is considered cheating, as is copying work done by students in prior 

semesters or copying portions of the publisher’s solution manual.  In other words, the work you hand in must be your own.  A recurring problem is students saying that 

their answers are the same because they worked together to understand the material.  It is fine to work with others to understand the material, and is actually encouraged, 



 

but after your group study session you are to do your own homework, on your own.  The purpose of a study session is to better understand material NOT come up with 

group answers.    

•          The quizzes are open book.  You may use your book and notes, but you may not discuss the questions or related ideas with any other person while you are taking 

the quiz.   

•          You may not store or transfer any test files or documents to any media other than what is provided by the instructor. The University Policy on electronic 

capture/transfer of testing materials without instructor permission is very clear – it is cheating. 

7.  ADDITIONAL COURSE POLICIES: 

This section includes important information regarding this class.  Please read these and refer to them throughout the semester.  Many things you have questions about 

are probably covered here. 

Email Policy 

•       You must use your umassd.edu account.  All email is to start with “ACT444”  in the subject line or it will not be read. This is a requirement to help manage 

information overload. 

•       You must set your email account preferences to list your actual name in the sender field (rather than a cute nickname) – in the business world it is considered 

unprofessional to use anything other than your actual name. 

•       All emails must be signed with your first and last name.  If you don’t give me your full name, I will make a reply with no content other than please include your full 

name in your email message. 

•       In most cases, I will not have time to respond to questions about what homework is due at the next class unless I think I have made an error in my original 

assignment.  Please exchange phone numbers with a fellow student whom you can trust to ask about what went on in the class you missed. 

•       Emails that are written in an unprofessional manner -- i.e., tone, grammar, spelling, punctuation, inappropriate case usage, containing non-business standard 

abbreviations, etc... generally will not be answered.   

•       Rude emails sent to me, or your fellow classmates, will not be tolerated.  If you are not aware of proper email etiquette, feel free to consult the email etiquette 

website: Rude emails sent to me, or your fellow classmates, will not be tolerated.  If you are not aware of proper email etiquette, feel free to consult the University of 

Connecticut email etiquette website: http://ugradresearch.uconn.edu/email-etiquette/. 

•       In general, email will be returned within 24 hours Mondays through Fridays.  If you send email at any other time, I may not respond until Monday morning.  If the 

email is not returned, it is probably because it did not follow the policy. 



 

  

Academic Support Services 

•             The Academic Advising Center, located on the ground floor of the Foster Administration Building, is open all year round. It offers academic advice and referral 

to students from all majors. The Center is staffed by faculty members who encourage you to call or stop by for assistance. 

•             The Center for Access and Success provides a variety of services to accommodate students who have disabilities. Services available through the center include: 

reading assistance, mobility assistance, note-taking, peer counseling, advocacy and support. For information, call 508-999-8711.  

•             The Counseling Center can advise students on personal issues, from homesickness, to relationships, to test anxiety, with workshops and seminars throughout the 

year.  The Center’s trained and experienced staff serve as a resource for faculty, staff, and students providing the following services: individual and group counseling and 

psychotherapy, psychiatric consultation; evaluation and referral; educational and career planning and decision making. For more information call 508-999-8650, or e-mail 

us at: cfrizzell@Umassd.edu.   

•             Writing and Reading Center is part of the Academic Resource Center (ARC). Whether students need writing help, tutoring for courses in humanities or social 

sciences, skill-building, or support for physical or learning disabilities, the WRC staff is ready to help. The Writing and Reading Center is located on the second floor of 

Group I, Room 220. E-Mail contact: aparelman@umassd.edu. Phone: (508) 999-8710.  

8. SUBJECT TO CHANGE: 

This syllabus is a guide and every attempt is made to provide an accurate overview of the course.  However, circumstances and events may make it necessary for the 

instructor to modify the syllabus during the semester and may depend, in part, on the progress, needs, and experiences of the students.  Changes to the syllabus will be made 

with advance notice. 

ACT 444 

Spring 2021 TENTATIVE SCHEDULE (An Excel File is Downloadable At TOP of This Item) 

 

This tentative assignment schedule is subject to change in the event of extenuating 

circumstances.  If you are absent from class, it is your responsibility to check on announcements made while you were absent. 

  

 


